ONE STEP CLOSER TO KLAMTH DAM REMOVAL

_PacifiCorp, Feds, States sign Agreement in Principle to Remove Klamath Dams_

_Sacramento, CA_ – Today Secretary of the Interior Dirk Kempthorne, Oregon Governor Ted Kulongoski, California Oregon Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, and PacifiCorp Chairman & CEO Greg Abel, signed an Agreement in Principal (AIP) that defines the path to what would be the largest dam removal in US history.

PacifiCorp, federal officials, and state agencies plan to work with local stakeholders including Tribes, irrigators, conservation groups, commercial fishermen, and local governments to reach a final agreement within months.

The Agreement presumes that the removal of the lower four Klamath dams will begin in 2020.

The signing of the AIP is welcome news to the Tribes, conservationists, commercial fishermen, farmers and ranchers who see dam removal as the missing element of the more comprehensive Klamath Basin Restoration Agreement (KBRA) released earlier this year.

The KBRA includes a plan to reintroduce salmon to the Upper Basin, provide dependable irrigation deliveries to Project Farmers, a means to reconcile water rights disputes, and ensure affordable renewable power for farm and ranching communities.

“We can remove dams, restore the fishery, and have prosperous farm communities all in the same basin,” asserted Yurok Chair person Maria Tripp. “We are proud to see PacifiCorp joining our effort to provide long term stability to all of the Klamath Basin’s diverse communities.”

“PacifiCorp is making a private property rights decision,” explained Luther Horsley of the Klamath Water Users’ Association, “we support this agreement as part of a larger plan to provide water and power security to local irrigators.”

“This careful effort to balance the complex needs of numerous interests within the community is exactly the type of approach PacifiCorp takes every time we sit down to the settlement table, said Greg Abel, PacifiCorp Chairman & CEO. “This flexible framework ensures that our customers will be protected at every step along the way, while remaining consistent with our strong commitment to respecting the
environment. We will continue to work diligently with everyone at the table, including the irrigators, environmentalists, the Tribes and local elected officials with the goal of reaching a final dam removal agreement that is in the economic interests of PacifiCorp customers.
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